Sporting Clays N.S.W Incorporated.
Hi All
In regard to the Covid-19 Virus (Coronavirus) & it’s impact on our sport.
I have attended 2 shoots in the last 2weeks. Shoalhaven 100+ shooters and Cooma last
Sunday 50+ Shooters. Both events were well run, attended with great targets and good
atmospheres. Coronavirus was obviously on the discussion list but thankfully people were
more than happy to pick other topics for discussion.
We are involved in a sport that is outdoors, is non crowded and involves no physical contact.
If we are sensible, respect hygiene and use a bit of common sense there is no reason that we
should not continue to participate in the sport we all love.
We are continuing to keep abreast of the situation and will advise accordingly.
SCA posted on Facebook the information below.
We advise you to refer to the Australian Government advice & use common sense when
attending any Sporting event under these present conditions. Advice from the
Australian Government is mentioned on group gatherings of 500 people or more. At our
Sporting events we will not exceed 500 people at any one time in the same area.
SCA will continue to monitor the situation & advise should this structure change and has
a further impact on our activities.
Our members safety is important, but providing we follow basic hygiene & follow the
steps advised by the Australian Government, there is no reason for us to stop enjoying
our sport at this present time.
To clarify SCA advises against close personal contact when at these events or
gatherings, to use basic hygiene & above all else use your common sense.
So to summarise at this stage we believe events can and should continue. It is the up to the
clubs to make decisions on their individual events and obviously shooters to make decisions
of their own.
Wishing everybody the best in these difficult times.
Andrew Fairfield-Smith
President.
Sporting Clays NSW
0413 013 689
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